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QUESTION 1

Which two statements are TRUE about Object Storage data security and encryption in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
(OCI)? (Choose two.) 

A. Client-side encryption is managed by the customer. 

B. Data needs to be decrypted on the client side before retrieving it. 

C. OCI Vault Management is used by default to provide data security. 

D. All traffic to and from Object Storage service is encrypted using TLS. 

E. A VPN connection to OCI is required to ensure secure data transfer to an object storage bucket. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You have been asked to investigate a potential security risk on your company\\'s Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI)
tenancy. You decide to start by looking through the audit logs for suspicious activity. 

How can you retrieve the audit logs using the OCI Command Line Interface (CLI)? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. oci audit event list –-end-time $end-time –-compartment-id $compartment-id 

B. oci audit event list –-start-time $start-time –-compartment-id $compartment-id 

C. oci audit event list –-start-time $start-time –-end-time $end-time –-compartment-id $compartment-id 

D. oci audit event list –-start-time $start-time –-end-time $end–time –-tenancy-id $tenancy–id 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Which option contains the essential components of the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Notifications service? (Choose the
best answer.) 

A. An ALARM with a name unique across the tenancy, a SUBSCRIPTION, and a METRIC with the measurement of
interest. 

B. A TOPIC with a name unique across the tenancy, a SUBSCRIPTION, and a MESSAGE where content is published. 

C. A TOPIC with a name unique across the compartment, a SUBSCRIPTION, and a MESSAGE where content is
published. 
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D. An ALARM with a name unique across the compartment, a SUBSCRIPTION, and a METRIC with the measurement
of interest. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You have been asked to ensure that in-transit communication between an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) compute
instance and an on-premises server (192.168.10.10/32) is encrypted. The instances communicate using HTTP. The
OCI Virtual Cloud Network (VCN) is connected to the on-premises network by two separate connections: a Dynamic
IPsec VPN tunnel and a FastConnect virtual circuit. No static configuration has been added. 

What solution should you recommend? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. The instances will communicate by default over IPsec VPN, which ensures data is encrypted in-transit. 

B. Advertise a 192.168.10.10/32 route over the VPN. 

C. Advertise a 192.168.10.10/32 router over the FastConnect. 

D. The instances will communicate by default over the FastConnect private virtual circuit, which ensures data is
encrypted in-transit. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Network/Tasks/transitrouting.htm 

 

QUESTION 5

You have a 750 MIB file in an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Object Storage bucket. You want to download the file in
multiple parts to speed up the download using the OCI CLI. You also want to configure each part size to be 128 MIB. 

Which is the correct OCI CLI command for this operation? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. oci os object get –ns my–namespace –bn my–bucket ––name my–large–object ––multipart–download– threshold 750
––parallel–download–count 128 

B. oci os object download –ns my–namespace –bn my–bucket ––name my–large–object ––multipart–
download–threshold 750 ––parallel–download–count 128 

C. oci os object download –ns my–namespace –bn my–bucket ––name my–large–object ––resume–put
––multipart–download–threshold 500 ––part–size 128 

D. oci os object get –ns my–namespace –bn my–bucket ––name my–large–object ––multipart–download– threshold 500
––part–size 128 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/API/SDKDocs/cliusing.htm 
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